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1.0 BACKGROUND 

Over the past 20 years, Biodiversity Research Institute (BRI), and collaborators, have conducted 

some of the most extensive loon studies in North America. Long-term intensive studies of loons 

in Europe and Asia are lacking.  In addition, some loon species that nest in North America likely 

migrate through or winter in Asia where contaminant exposure is a potential threat.  Wildlife 

biologists from the Russian Academy of Sciences have recently expressed interest and the need 

to initiate loon studies in Chukotka, in the Far North region of Russia.   Funding within Russia 

and former Soviet republics is quite limited therefore Russian scientists rely on financial and 

technical support from countries in Western Europe and North America.  Thanks to the Trust 

for Mutual Understanding (TMU) foundation we were able to join and assist talented Russian 

biologists and contribute to their wealth of knowledge about Arctic birds. 

Russian biologist Diana Solovyeva oversees avian studies at the Chaun Biological Station located 

on Ayopechan Island within the Chaun Bay River Delta, Chukotka Autonomous Okrug, Russia 

(Figure 1).  This area supports breeding pairs of Yellow-billed Loons (Gavia adamsii), Pacific 

Loons (G. pacifica), Arctic Loons (G. arctica), and Red-throated Loons (G. stellata).   

The Yellow-billed Loon is a protected bird species in the United States and is under 

consideration for listing by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, under the Endangered Species Act. 

In Russia, it is listed as a category 3 species in the Red Data Book, indicating it is a rare species. 

Little research has been conducted in the recent years, specifically on the Yellow-billed Loon in 

Russia, and no ongoing management or conservation measures are currently in place to protect 

the species; all of the breeding sites are located outside of protected areas. Through the 

generous support of TMU, BRI biologists traveled to Chukotka and joined Russian scientists at 

their field station, with the purpose to train Russian biologists in the safe capture, handling, and 

sampling techniques of loons. 
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        Figure 1.  Map of the study area, Chukotka, Russia, June 2012.  

2.0 Summary 

In June 2012, BRI biologists Oksana Lane and Lucas Savoy traveled to Chukotka.  On 18 June 

after an 8 hour flight on Yakutia Air from Moscow we landed in Pevek, Chukotka (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2.  Pevek airport, Chukotka, Russia 2012. 

 

Pevek, a prosperous northern town during the Soviet era and an important northern port, 

appears in the state of neglect and is experiencing a population decline. 

 

Figure 3. Pevek, Statue of Lenin, 2012. 
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Upon arrival we were greeted by the immigration/border control authorities and spent the day 

obtaining the visitors permits.  Pevek is closed to visitors because it is considered a border 

town.  Special invitations and permits are required from a local Chukotka organization in order 

to visit this region.  Our local sponsor was the Chaun Museum in Pevek (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4.  Chaun Museum, Pevek, Russia, 2012. 

The following day, we boarded a Chukotavia M-8 helicopter (Figure 5) and traveled 45 minutes 

to the small native (Chukchi) village of Rytkuchi (Figure 6), where we met Diana’s husband and 

assistant, Sergey Vartanyan (renowned paleogeographer and mammoth expert). 
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Figure 5. Helicopter arriving from Pevek to the village of Rytkuchi. 

 

Figure 6. Rytkuchi, government center, June 2012. 

From the village we traveled 1 hour by a small rubber boat through the Chaun Bay River Delta 

(Figure 7) to the Chaun Biological Station, established in the 1970s on Ayopechan Island. 
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Russian bird study crew numbered up to 8 people and they worked on Ayopechan Island from 

16 of May to 30 of August 2012.  

 

 

Figure 7.  Aerial view of Chaun Delta, Chukotka. 

We remained in Chukotka from June 19 to July 3 and accompanied Russian biologists in the 

field (Figure 8).  Each day, crews explored the tundra and searched ponds on foot for the 

presence of loon pairs of all species (Figure 9), and located active nest sites.  Nests were 

discovered by walking the shorelines and perimeters of small islands.  Loons nest close to the 

water’s edge and walking the shorelines and islands is the most effective technique for locating 

nests.  The weather was unpredictable with temperatures ranging from 2 to 25 degrees Celsius 

depending on the wind direction.  Ice was still covering most of the bay on the north side of the 

island. 
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Figure 8.  Chaun Biological Field Station, Chukotka, Russia, June, 2012. 

 

Figure 9. Pacific Loon pair on a small pond, Ayopechan Island. 
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Upon discovering a loon nest, we quickly set up a trap called a bow net (Figure 10), specifically 

designed by BRI biologists to safely capture loons on nests.  We replaced the actual eggs with 

wooden model eggs, designed to mimic the loon’s eggs.  Model eggs are used so the actual 

eggs are not damaged during the capture process.  When the loon returns to its nest to resume 

incubation, the trap is manually deployed by the biologists, and the birds are quickly and safely 

removed. 

 

Figure 10. Russian biologist Diana Solovyeva and BRI biologist Lucas Savoy setting up a bow net trap deployed on an active 
Pacific Loon nest. 

 

Numerous pairs of Pacific Loons nest on Ayopechan Island.  Nesting pairs of Yellow-billed Loons, 

Red-throated Loons, and Arctic Loons have also been observed in previous years by Russian 

field crews, and are found in much lower numbers than Pacific Loons.  We searched the island 

for nests of all loon species and found nine nests of Pacific Loons and two of Arctic Loons.  In 

total Russian biologists and BRI biologists located five nests of Arctic loons and twenty nests of 

Pacific loons. There were no Yellow-billed Loons and Red-throated Loons nesting on the island 
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in 2012.  We also found nests of other species including Tundra Swans (Cygnus columbianus), 

Spectacled Eiders (Somateria fischeri), and shorebirds.  

  

Loons were in the initial stages of egg-laying when we arrived to the study area.  We 

successfully trapped birds from four different Pacific Loon pairs (Figure 11).  Each loon was 

measured, weighed, identification tags placed on its legs, and a small blood and feather sample 

was collected for contaminant and genetic analyses.  The process of collecting the loon’s body 

measurements and tagging is important to help biologists gain as much information as possible 

on the species physical characteristics and their life history, which may vary among regions and 

continents.  We place 1-3 small plastic color bands on the leg of each loon we capture (Figure 

12), to uniquely mark each bird.  These color bands are visible on the loon’s legs while 

swimming, or incubating eggs, and allows biologists to monitor the return of these marked 

individuals over time without a need to capture and handle the bird again.  BRI has placed color 

bands on over 3,000 loons in North America.  Follow-up re-sightings of these marked birds 

provide important information on many aspects of a species’ life history. 

The samples we collected in Russia are currently at the lab. We will share the results of the 

heavy metal analyses with Dr. Solovyeva because of her concern over arsenic and lead pollution 

in the region. 
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Figure 11. BRI biologist Oksana Lane safely removing a Pacific Loon from a trap. 
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Figure 12. Russian biologist Diana Solovyeva with a tagged Pacific Loon, June, 2012. 

  

While loon species vary in size and appearance, the technique used to capture them with the 

bow net is the same.  The capture, handling, and processing of Pacific Loons was extremely 

valuable in BRI training and sharing knowledge with Russian biologists, with the intentions to 

capture and initiate studies on the Yellow-billed Loon in future years. 

 

Outreach/publicity 

A local newspaper (Polar Star) interviewed us when we returned to Pevek before catching our 

plane back to Moscow.  The article describes our purposes for traveling to Russia and describes 

some of the conservation issues facing the loons and other birds in the arctic (Figure 13). 
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Figure 13.  Polar Star newspaper article (in Russian) published on our activities in June, 2012. 

3.0 CONTINUATION OF COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS 

 

Russian biologists attempted loon captures following our departure from the field, and were 

successful in safely capturing, tagging, and collecting measurements from Pacific Loons.  The 

Yellow-billed Loon pairs present at the field site were continually monitored by the Russian field 

crews, in the hopes the pairs would nest, and captures could be attempted.  However, Yellow-

billed Loon pairs did not appear to nest at the field site during the 2012 season. 

 

The Russian field teams are now familiar and comfortable with the loon capture, handling, and 

processing techniques, and have all the necessary capture and sampling equipment on site at 
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the Ayopechan Island field camp.  BRI and Russian biologists are currently working together to 

transport various biological tissues to labs in Russia and the United States for analyses.  These 

analyses are focused on contaminants and genetics.  Contaminants are of global concern for 

many wildlife species, including loons.  Loons are exposed to a wide variety of environmental 

toxins on their arctic breeding grounds and their Asian wintering areas.    
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Figure 14. Sergei Vartanyan, making a fire for cooking lunch in the tundra, June, 2012. 

 

Figure 15. Crew of the Chaun Biostation, visiting Americans at the kitchen table, June, 2012. 
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Figure 16. Joy with a mammoth bone, Chaun Biological station, 2012. 

 

Figure 17. View of Pevek, July 2, 2012. 


